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Kurzgefasste Liste description: 
GA MS number: GA 560 
Contents: e 
Date: XI 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 367 
Columns: 1 
Lines per column: 18–24 
Dimensions: 18 x 14 cm 
Shelf Number: Ms Hunter 475 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: Leaf count, line count, hand. 
 
CSNTM description: 
MS number: GA 560 
Contents: e† (introductory material is one hand, Mt is another, Mk–Jn a third) 
Date: XI 
Material: parchment  
Columns: 1 
Lines per column: 17–18 
Dimensions:  18–18.5 x 14 x 8 cm  
 
Leaves:  

Text leaves: 369. Typically 8 leaves per quire, though many have 4–7. 
Chapter/verse locations are marked on leaves.  
 
Two blank leaves inserted after leaf 109, so after this the foliation is –2. On 277r a 
later foliator notes the updated leaf number (277) under the earlier foliation number 
(275).  
 
Beginning at 342 the leaves were collated incorrectly: 
342 (John 19:36-20:4) is numbered as ‘341’, so -1. 
343 (John 19:24-35) is numbered as ‘340’, so -3. 
344 (John 20:17-26) is numbered as ‘343’, so -2. 
345 (John 20:5-17) is numbered as ‘342’, so -3. 
346 (John 20:27-21:6) is numbered as ‘344’, so -2 until end of manuscript text. 
 
The correct order (original foliation in parentheses): 
343 (340), 342 (341), 345 (342), 344 (343), 346 (344)  
 
Image count: 738 
 
 



Cover material:  
front cover: front cover (2), color chart (1), spine (1), five blank leaves (10), three 
loose paper leaves (6) 
subtotal: 20 
 
back cover: back cover (2), five blank leaves (10) 
subtotal: 12 
 
Image count: 32 
 

UV: None. 
 

Interesting or significant material:  
A folded paper with note written in pencil is included: “Annotated flyleaves from V.7.2 
(MS Hunter 475) keep in bookbox. Old boards and spine stored in Fragments Box under 
press mark.” Inside this folded paper are two loose paper leaves with penciled notes on 
the manuscript (possibly Scrivener’s). When the MS was rebound, it was bound too 
tightly. Several of the initial letters of the Eusebian Canons, etc. in the inner margin could 
not be photographed as a consequence. 
 
Gospels: 
Matthew: 29r 
Mark: 113r 
Luke: 176r 
John: 277r 
 
Icons: 
28v: Matthew 
112v: Mark (very well preserved) 
175v: Luke 
276v: John  
 
From the Hunter catalog1: 

Press Mark:  
V.7.2 
Q. 7.9;  
Q. 7.122 
 

Description: Several different documents in this MS, but the whole things must be 
photographed nevertheless. Vellum, 7 & 3/8” x 5 & 5/8”, 367 leaves (originally about 
354 [the first two quires being a later addition in a XV century hand; the last three or 

                                                
1 John Young (‘planned and begun by the late’), and P. Henderson Aitken 

(‘continued and completed under the direction of the Young Memorial Committee by’), A 
Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Library of the Hunterian Museum in the University 
of Glasgow. Glasgow: James MacLehose ans Sons (publishers to the University), 1908. 



four leaves are lost]), 17 lines per column (first two quires only) and 18 lines (rest of 
MS). Early XIII (and XV for the first two quires). XVIII binding. Scrivener, Evann. 
520, p. 250; Gregory, Quat. Evan. 560, p. 555.  
 
Contents: 
1. Order of Marriage Service (1r-15v) 
2. Priestly Oath of Fidelity (16r-17r) 
3. Eusebius’ letter to Carpianus (17v-19r) 
4. Eusebius’ Canons (20r-25v) 
5. Four Gospels (26r-46v) 
6. Eclogadion, or Table of Daily Lessons of the Greek Orthodox Church (46-2r-47-

3v) 
7. Menology, or Table of Saints’ Festival Lessons, etc. (?-48v) 

 
On 1,1r: “The fourteen lines of text on this page and the six on the next are Italian, 
written phonetically in Greek characters, thus, ‘A questo fine ditto matrimonio esti 
nulla persona qui ne giudica (?) nulla cosa. Arresponde lo popolo ogne Bene! Mettete 
la mano supra libri: Como avete nomo: Voi giurate a santi evangeli,’ etc. This 
passage may account for Gregory’s ‘in Italia exaratus.’ The vellum of the first two 
quires is coarser than that of the rest of the MS.” 
 
There are several illuminations in this MS, such as: Matt, Mark, Luke, John 

 
From the on-line catalog: 
Reference Code: GB 0247 MS Hunter 475 (V.7.2) 
Call Number: MS Hunter 475 (V.7.2) 
Item Number: 5  (See main document) (See other items in this document) 
Title: Qvattvor Evangelia 
Content: Qvattvor Evangelia. Graece. [Greek characters]. The Four 

Gospels: Begins - after a table of the titles of chapters in S. 
Matthew, occupying pp. 26 recto-27 verso, a blank page (f. 28 
recto), and a pictured page (f. 28 verso), with a defaced picture 
of the first Evangelist (6 1/8 x 4 1/8) inscribed [Greek 
characters], in which he is depicted with a gold pen in his right 
and a gold covered book under his left arm, seated (facing left) 
on a canopied seat in front of a lectern whose stem is 
ornamented with a fish. He is golden nimbed and is dressed in 
purple toga and sandals - (5, 1 [f. 29] recto lines 1, 2 - in 
golden capitals in an ornamental headpiece-frame of gold, 
vermilion, green and blue): [Greek characters] Ends (46, 1 
verso line 17): [Greek characters]:- [S. Jno. 21 25] 

Date of Creation: 12--&14-- 
Physical Description: In bound volume 
Language: Greek 
Document Type: Document 
Level of Description: Item 
Access: Normal conditions 
Accession Number: 2482 (See collection level record) 
Record Number: 33660 
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